SPEAKING COURSE OUTLINE

UNIT ONE
1-01 Introductory Nouns and Prepositions
1-02 Verbs: Present Progressive
1-03 Descriptive Adjectives
1-04 Cardinal Numbers and Counting 1–10
1-05 Singular and Plural: Nouns and Present Indicative Verbs...
1-06 Numbers and Clock Time
1-07 Questions and Answers; Personal Pronouns;
Present Indicative of “To Be”
1-08 Food, Eating and Drinking; Direct Objects
1-09 Clothing and Dress; Affirmative and Negative Verb Forms;
Direct Objects
1-10 Who, What, Where, Which; Interrogative Pronouns and
Adjectives
1-11 Unit One Review

UNIT TWO
2-01 More Verbs: Present Progressive
2-02 People and Animals; Relative Pronouns: Who, That
2-03 Big and Small; Nouns, Descriptive Adjectives
2-04 Shapes and Colors; Descriptive Adjectives: Comparative
Nouns, Pronouns
2-05 Left and Right; His and Her; Possessive Adjectives
2-06 Verbs: Negative Forms
2-07 Compound Subjects
2-08 More Prepositions
2-09 Head, Face, Hands and Feet; Possessive Nouns and
Pronouns
2-10 Present Progressive, Present Perfect and Future with
“Going To”
2-11 Unit Two Review

UNIT THREE
3-01 Descriptions of People: Descriptive Adjectives
3-02 Quantities: Quantity Relationships
3-03 More Clothing
3-04 Inside, Outside; Prepositions
3-05 More Colors and Numbers
3-06 Animals; Real, Not Real
3-07 Being Human: Descriptive Adjectives
3-08 Professions and Conditions: Descriptive Adjectives
3-09 Body Parts and Pictures
3-10 Clock Time, Time of Day
3-11 Unit Three Review
UNIT FOUR
4-01 Questions and Answers: Interrogative Form of Verbs
4-02 Open—Closed, Together—Apart, Straight—Bent
4-03 Numbers to One Hundred
4-04 People and Talking
4-05 Coming and Going, Asleep and Awake
4-06 Multiple Verbs; While
4-07 Family Relationships
4-08 Everybody, Somebody, Someone, Nobody, Anybody
4-09 Vehicles; Related Verbs and Prepositions
4-10 Prepositions and Objects of Prepositions: With and Without
4-11 Unit Four Review

UNIT FIVE
5-01 Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division
5-02 Possessive Nouns and Pronouns
5-03 Present Progressive, Present Perfect and Future with “Going To”
5-04 More Numbers
5-05 Direct and Indirect Objects
5-06 Hot and Cold
5-07 Kinds of Things
5-08 Furniture, Clothing and Instruments
5-09 Few, Many, More, Less
5-10 More Verbs; Human Gestures
5-11 Human Conditions
5-12 Unit Five Review

UNIT SIX
6-01 To Be and To Have: Present and Past Tenses
6-02 Present Progressive, Present Perfect and Future with “Going To”
6-03 More Descriptions of People; Demonstrative Adjectives
6-04 Units of Things
6-05 Neither—Nor, Both—And
6-06 Verbs: Present and Past Tenses; Relative Pronouns
6-07 Names
6-08 Present Progressive, Present Perfect and Future with “Going To”
6-09 More Units of Things
6-10 Alone, Crowd, Friend; Passive Voice of Verbs
6-11 Professions and Conditions, Activities
6-12 Unit Six Review
UNIT SEVEN
7-01 More Verbs ..............................................................
7-02 More Verbs; Interrogative Adjectives and Pronouns;
    Usually ..............................................................
7-03 Fast and Slow ..........................................................
7-04 Seasons ..............................................................
7-05 All, None, Some, Most, Both, Neither, Other ............
7-06 None and Both; Demonstrative Adjectives ..............
7-07 Shapes and Locations; Prepositions; All, Most .......
7-08 Left and Right, Full and Empty .............................
7-09 Prepositions: Above and Below, etc. ........................
7-10 More Verbs ..........................................................
7-11 Verb Conjugation ..................................................
7-12 Unit Seven Review .................................................

UNIT EIGHT
8-01 Ordinal Numbers ....................................................
8-02 Am and Am Not: More Present Conditions ..............
8-03 Looks Like, Almost All, One, Others, Most, All;
    Demonstrative Pronouns ........................................
8-04 Space and Geography, Countries ...........................
8-05 Streets and Sidewalks ...........................................
8-06 Pets and Clothes; Possessive Adjectives and Pronouns .
8-07 Comparative and Superlative Adjectives ...................
8-08 Near and Far; Comparative Forms of Adjectives ........
8-09 Locations; Prepositions ........................................
8-10 Directions: How Do I Get To.................................
8-11 Activities; More Verbs ...........................................
8-12 Unit Eight Review ..................................................